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TO THE EDITOR OF THE " JAPAN DAILY IIERALD."

Dear Sie,—Please re-print all my contributions to your

paper, without exception, from the beginning',

And oblige,

Yours truly,

0. J. PFOUNBES.

17th August, 1874,





Sir,—The old proverb, " Familiarity breeds contempt," is

now being illustrated in this country, in the relations between
natives and foreigners. That it should bo so, is a deplorable

fact ; and the only way to check the growing evil of the decline

of respect for foreigners, is to draw attention to it, and to

thoroughly ventilate the question as to the causes, and the best

means to secure in the future, a better mutual understanding.

The future of foreigners in this country should be worthy
of present deep thought, and careful management will be required

to secure for both natives and foreigners, the great benefit to be
fierived from unrestrained intercourse.

Many of us can romember the time when there was not a

single foreigner in the country outside of treaty limits, excepting

the members or guests of the Foreign Embassies, who might be
on a flying visit to the deserted Legations in Yedo ; and no
foreigner in the service of the Japanese, excepting a French
officer, drill instructor of the Tokugawa troops, and a couple

of Hollanders in the machine shops at Nagasaki,

After their connection with Mr. von Siebold, and his troubles,

they were loth, for a long time, to have anything to do >>ith

foreigners as employes. In course of time a missionary or two,

and a medical lecturer, got a partial footing, as teachers. In tho

meantime, a system of obtaining information " on the cheap "

was practised by the natives ; and foreigners, but too anxious to

court their favour, even taught their servants, or rather professed
to teach them. The information pumped out of the residents was
not always the most desirable, added to which, the native

servants of foreign residents had ample opportunity for studying
their employers' private life. Need I add, that this experience
lost nothing in the narration to their outside friends ; added to

this, the servants or the acquaintances of foreigners lost no
opportunity to introduce their friends to the houses of foreigners,

and the sporting pictures, photos, etc., soon there, (frequently for



sale), added nothing to the opinion of the visitors, in impressing
them with the high morality and intelligence of the Christian (?)

world.

Most foreigners—and these frequently neither young nor
unmarried—kept in their harem (I use this term advisedly,) a
certain class, ticketed, and (like a British snbject, too,) having
to pay a tax for the ticket : a class despised by the lowest

of their own coolies, and subject to every indignity at the hands
of their compatriots. The treatment of these by the foreigner—
the manly, kind-hearted man's goodness was played upon, and
he was cajoled to the top of his bent, and laughed at for his

folly. The jealous and brutal (by far too many,) were held up
to the natives in their worst light ; and thus between both the

foreigners' social reputation fell. No private native family

would receive a foreigner openly, or visit a foreigner's house
otherwise than like going on a holiday to a menagerie. If a
native's wife or daughters were seen in the street in a foreigner's

company they were insulted, and to this date no native woman
can go in a foreigner's company without being grossly insulted,

and often even assaulted.

Such is the position foreigners allow themselves to occupy

—

no self-respect, any amount of bullying at certain times, craven

conduct when, by fawning upon some native, they hope to coerce

him into some transaction, he (the native) only half understands
;

then brutal treatment to those who do not understand the jargon
addressed to them, or who are so dull as not to intuitively

understand what is required of them, at the same time submitting

to the insolence of those natives whose partial experience

of foreigners has shown them how little the foreigner understands

the indignities and insults shown him.

Then, as a body, the foreign residents are mostly waifs who
have been washed ashore here, after battling with the tide of life

in many lands, or else inexperienced school boys, fresh from the

restraints of their social circle. Men of various countries,

professions (if any), tastes, and views ; no combination, each man
an Ishmael—every man's hand against him and his against

every one—add to the hand the tongue : for the first use he
makos of a native friend is to poison his ear a gainst foreigners

in general, and his compeers in particular.

Of lato years a class of natives has sprung up that require

especial notice, mostly " ne'er-do-weels " in their own homes,

who scampered off to the foreign settlements, hoping to scrape

up something to take back and surprise their friends, these get

into foreigners' houses, and moke themselves useful for a time
;

then, when they acquire a few ideas, or begin to be a little useful,

they rise above their position, and arc off to anew friend, or



start on their own account. Tliey are not particular, then, as to

what 'ideas they convey to their less experienced countrymen ;

and this class has proved, and will always prove, the most

opposed to the very people who befriended them—the foreigner

who fed, clothed, and taught them, and from whom they gleaned

a few ideas ; but whom they fear to see amongst their own
people, and envy for their abilities and experience, knowing that

the foreigner directly dealing with the native exposes his

dishonesty and ignorance, leaving the go-between an unnecessary

nuisance.—Yours, etc.,

CENSOR.

April 21, 1873.

8nt,—A wound often requires probing before steps can be
taken to cure it, and although a certain amount of moral courage

is required on the part of local journals, as well as their

correspondents, to publish matter that touches the tender points

of many of their subscribers, yet the expose must come before the

remedy can be found. The subject is one that cannot be pushed
aside readily ; the facts stated are plain to every intelligent

member of the foreign community ; the remedy lies with
themselves. It is only within the last four or five years that the

Japanese have been employing foreigners to any extent, and
latterly, say within the last two years, a great number have
been employed throughout the country.

Those natives who, let us say from 1863-1 to 18G9 were
meroly proteges of foreigners—and who, acquiring some few
ideas of the outside world, have shot ahead of their less

civilized (?) compatriots—latterly excited the jealousy of other

students and aspirants for official positions. These ambitious,

and too often unscrupulous natives, found that by tacking
themselves directly or indirectly to foreigners, or, if they could

boast of a trip abroad, they held a better chance of rapid

advancement. Thus a number of foreigners were suddenly
required throughout the country

;
cheap men, if possible, only

they must be foreigners.

Tho result—what has it done for the country at large ?

How many of these were allowed tho slightest authority over
their pupils ? How few, I would answer, were respected by
their pupils ? Simply a living pronouncing dictionary, too often

but partially understood by their translators and interpreters
;

and this not alone in schools, but in every department. Plans
and ideas grabbed up when but partially understood, and
attempts made by inexperienced natives to competo with the

professional men employed in the departments, whose ideas they



had obtained a glimmer of. A general distrust of tlie very men
whose brains they were working upon, and the greatest reserve

and secresy maintained even on the very points necessary to be
fully informed upon to do justice to the position they were
supposed to hold.

The total absence of anything like discipline or real

authority, a general shirking of responsibility, and shoving off

the real work from superior to subordinate officials, want
of experience and of judgment, combine to render it difficult to

have the ideas of foreign professional men carried out as they
would like. The moral and physical inferiority of the natives

placed with them—generally rather as pupils to learn to imitate

the foreign employe, and as speedily as possible to dispense with
his expensive services, when some native aspires to compete with
him, and persuades his friends that he knows all about it.

And what is the reason that experienced men are placed in

such false positions ? Why have the natives so little confidence

in the men they pay at such a heavy cost ? Some inexperienced
reader of this may doubt the fact—let him ask any gentleman
of experience, his opinion. I beg to submit that the whole
of this has mainly arisen through the faults of both commission
and of omission on the part of foreigners. The fault in the

commission of much direct and indirect wrong, bad faith,

fickleness, inability, and disrespect of one another, and over-

doing things. The fault in the omission of self respect, control

of temper, proper independence of spirit, and just estimate

of the people they had to deal with. "While foreign officials are

but too ready to abandon their positions for service under the

natives, who can blame them occasionally throwing a bait to

such from time to time. Foreign traders inveigling natives into

business but partially understood, or entering into large

transactions with men they know nothing of
;
going into the

native town and buying silk before the arrival of the mail, and
then rejecting it if upon her arrival the price falls.

Rushing goods through the Customs upon a mere per

centage of the real value, and charging the full tariff in account

sales
;

foreigners lending their names to Japanese to carry

on very doubtful kinds of modes of acquiring money, and this

in opposition to the good intentions of the officials to restrain

the folly of the many and the roguery of the few of their own
poople who profit thereby, supported by their own consuls (often,

1 am glad to say, most unwillingly), who are bound to check the

meddling of the subordinate officials. Eepresentatives of foreign

nations being at the same time themsolves traders and the agents

of the very parties against whom the natives bring claims to be

adjusted, and which have to be judged upon by such an anomaly
as impartial judgo and agent for plaintiff

;
starting "bogus"



claims, either with or without native assistance, and pushing
them with their country's representative's help

;
incompetent

men under the nominal protection of foreign official positions

obtaining agreements, and then claiming large amounts for

damages. Such may be taken as a few reasons for native dis-

trust and declining respect for the foreign residents in Japan.
Not that all foreigners do so. An occasional act of this kind by
one foreigner will completely throw into the shade a number
of generous, noble actions, or a long period of faithful service

of another—because, I hold, there is no combination amongst
the handful of us strangers whose lot is cast amongst these

millions, of in many respects too plastic and unstable people.

Every one seems to try and make money, honestly—if con-

venient—but acquire it at any sacrifice. How few really point

out to a native his errors of conduct or opinion. How many
always ready to take advantage of their weak points, ignorance,

or greed. And yet we come here after +1ie country has been
forcibly thrown open, and what have we brought with us ?

Look beyond the open ports, and the benefits (?) of foreign

intercourse are as yet invisiblo amongst the great mass of tho

people.

That great and lasting benefit has accrued is not to be
denied, but it is not visiblo to the working and as yet illiterate

class of natives.

The great staples are still in the hands of monopolies, and
the selfishness and narrow-mindedness of the foreign com-
munity precludes any present general improvement in the means
of intercourse between producer or consumer and the foreigner

who imports and exports. The foreign trader almost entirely

depends upon his Chinese or Japanese employes in his

transactions with the natives, therefore respectable native

merchants continue to send their own menials to foreigners, and
employ the brokers of the treaty ports to act as go-betweens.

"Wherever a foreign settlement has been started, immediately
alongside an immense ''bagnio" appears. When foreigners

point out their social gangrene, the native demands him to show
a Christian nation with a better system, and quotes tho

experiences of the servants of foreign residents, when we allude

to their family relations. Those Japanese who have been
abroad and made much of in foreign lands are generally astute

enough to value lionizing at its true worth, and know that they
were most frequently but the puppets in the hands of local
* popularity hunters.' Occasional cases of complimentary pre-

sentations of diplomas, or prizes to incite their spirit of

emulation, have bee:: as frequently misunderstood and supposed
to be but unwillingly given tokens of the ability of tho

recipient. Of all these travellers how few have benefited by the
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real kindness of the more loyal-hearted men who told them the

truth—who conscientiously tried to direct them aright ; rather

the adventurer and politician they met with in official circles

attracted them—as the moth to the name. Brilliant, Utopian,
impossible, or too frequently impolitic schemes are started, and
but rarely carried beyond the first stages that form stepping-

stones for the ambitious schemers.

And then every failure is thrown upon the broad shoulders

of the foreigner ; he is the scapegoat—that, too, without the

slightest chance of defending himself or even ever knowing he
has been blamed.

A little knowledge is dangerous—to the ambitious, un-
scrupulous native, eminently so. What of the responsibility

incurred by a foreigner who professes to possess superior

knowledge, and yet encourages the study of algebra, political

economy, social science, and international law, by a native who
does not possess the grounding of a charity-school infant, and
hardly knows enough of moral science to distinguish between
meum and tuam ; whose little intellect has been stupified by years

of dawdling over a string of Chinese characters. For all this

who ought to be blamed—the teacher or the pupil? The
foreigners from whom they hope to glean thoughts that will

surprise their less fortunate countrymen—ideal roads to wealth,

compared to which the philosopher's stone and other wonders
long sought for and never found by the astrologer are fit to be
treated with contempt.

Why try to protect and disseminate the many and varying
tenets of the ever squabbling Christian (?) sects, when even the

very teachers themselves are the ridicule of their own fellow-

religionists and looked upon by the natives as narrow-minded,
illiterate bigots.

But so it must ever be in newfy-established intercourse

;

the worst of both sides first meet, and the purer particles must
gradually filter through the strata till they meet to form a purer
stream.

Yours truly,

CENSOK.
April 26, 1873.

Sir,—Of the hundreds of natives now travelling abroad for

amusement and being lionized, what a small number will return

here with a just estimate of what they have been told or shewn.
Of the hundreds at schools abroad the small number that will



bring back any really useful practical ideas, and how few of

these will be able to influence their un-travelled countrymen for

the general good. "We see already the effects of a class shoot-

ing up into power who have not enough experience to under-

stand the enormous responsibilities of the positions they aspire

to hold. Young men who have rubbed themselves against

foreigners, expecting that, like a magnet, friction would draw off

a little of the power to attract. In all departments, schools,

etc., are to be met pupils who believe they know more than
their foreign teachers, little thinking that they commence to

learn only when they become aware of their own ignorance.

Where judgment, careful management, economy, strict

integrity, perfectly efficient control, and strict discipline would
be absolutely necessary to ensure success with us, even at home,
where we have every appliance and abundance of skilled labour,

here in every case ignorant natives undertake to control and
direct what they can hardly be made to comprehend ; dawdle
along until they become literally stuck, and then, instead of

„
obtaining the assistance of competent and reliable men, they
hunt up some " hard-up dead beat " who is at their mercy, and
who merely humours them for awhile.

When they discover the worthlessness of the unfortunate

noodles they pick up, they are unwilling to risk a second trial,

or if they do by chance get hold of a good man, they disgust

him by their petty, suspicious, mean, wavering conduct. Then
the general native opinion is that the foreigner looks upon the

native as " fair game," and they have too frequently experienced

this to their cost.

Like the Siamese in many points, they consider it to be the

proper thing to pump a foreigner of his ideas, and use him like

a lemon—" squeeze " him of the juice and throw him aside.

Any one who has direct dealings with the natives, must daily

experience their eagerness to obtain loans of money, or to glean
information, and how frequently a 1'demand" has arisen by
the simple process of the native " runners" going round the

foreign community " sounding the market."

Like the man that travelled the world for years in search of

a wife without finding the paragon he wanted, and finally ended
in a " mesalliance." Like the case lately, deserting a respect-

able bank for Bowles, and losing their money. Like the

substance and the shadow.

And how is this to end finally? Those foreigners now
employed are surrounded by natives who ape every action and
aspire to compete with them, and in their self-sufficiency

believe and try to make their compatriots believe that they are



immeasurably superior to the foreigner whose intellect and
experience they covet, and at the same time envy the possessor

thereof.

The late financial crisis will no doubt deter the indiscri-

minate employment of foreigners by the natives abroad, and
those now in the country will not have as much competition to

dread. The dislike by the natives of foreigners who have
resided here long, especially if the foreigner is intelligent and
knows the language and the people, is well known. Those
Japanese who are now in high positions, do not like to meet
those foreigners, directly or indirectly, to whom they really

owe their position, or at least the means of their acquiring

the smattering of knowledge and the reputation that bundled
them up the hill of promotion. And yet it is but four or five

years ago that the old exclusiveness was broken down. Not many
years since the report of rdnins was enough to deter a foreigner

going out to dine with a friend. Not twenty years since the

Dutch settlement in Nagasaki was the only spot a foreigner

(and he must be a Dutchman) could step on. At the present

rate of going, in another five years who will be master of the

position ? In another ten years what class of foreigners will be
in the country ?

Will the Japanese have first to pass through a crisis of
" trying to do it themselves," and after a general collapse, again

go back to the foreigner, this time to treat him as a man of

honour should be treated, make him responsible, and at the

same time leave him in full charge and perfectly untrammelled,

so that he may carry on his duties with honour and credit to

himself and fullest benefit to his employers.

Yours truly,

CENSOR.

Yedo, June 7th, 1873.

Sir,—The article in Harper's Magazine on Japan, contains

much truth, and emanates, evidently, from one having especial

opportunities of acquiring information, and the ability to make
the best use of his short period of residence here as " corre-

spondent," and for a time " teacher."

The said writer should not have omitted, when speaking of

the corruption in the Public Works Department, that the

subordinate British employees were literally without the

slightest authority to check the lavish waste going on, and that

they were surrounded with what I must call, to use the mildest
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term, the curse of this country—I mean the half-educated low
class of natives that are foisted upon the foreign employes in

this country as interpreters (save the mark !), assistants, etc.,

who, as a body, do their utmost to mould everything said or done
to their own ends.

It is those in authority that should be held responsible for

the blunders and dishonesty of the native underlings and
contractors. Those few who really ought to hold the reins, and
hold them tight too.

Be mortius nil nisi bonum : but it is a pity Mr. Morel was
not appointed "political agent," and others left free to plan

and execute the first railway in Japan.

The public are at last beginning to understand the real

state of affairs, and to see that it is all make believe.

Yours, etc.,

a. b. a
Tokei, June 8th, 1873.

DeakSir,—The letter of "Pro Bono Publico" in the

Gazette of the 5th, and that of " Nama Iki Kira no S'ke" in

the Herald of the 9th, are instances of the old adage, " Two of

a trade never agree ;
" but they suggest the opening up of the

question of translation and interpreters, and the worse than
inefficient manner in which all business is put through by
those who become the medium between foreigner and native.

An anecdote related to the writer by an officer of the Tycoonate
(who was personally acquainted with Commodore Perry, and
held a very high position at the time of the first treaties), will

be a fair specimen of the way ideas are rendered (?) by inter-

preters. A certain Dutchman, during one of the periodical

visits to Yedo, before the treaties, was riding through the

Dai-mio-ko-jie, and met the Boungio of Yedo (Governor) in

his norimon ; the Boungio stopped, and called the Dutchman's
interpreter, and rated him soundly for allowing the Dutchman to

remain mounted while he (the Boungio) passed. The interpreter

had his own (very obvious) reasons for not giving the
Dutchman this message, and said, instead, that the Boungio had
complimented him on his horsemanship and handsome
appearance, and suggested, as a matter of courtesy, dismounting
and thanking the Boungio. The Dutchman dismounted,
approached the norimon, hat in hand, bowed and retired ; then
the interpreter explained to the Boungio that the Dutchman
(Oranda-jin) most humbly tendered his apologies, and begged to

V
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be forgiven having unwittingly acted disrespectfully to Lis

Excellency, and would be careful in future !

The largest part of the troubles between natives and
foreigners has arisen from the want of either moral courage or

common honesty on the part of the go-between interpreter, who,
ashamed to let his only partial knowledge of the language be
visible, says wThat he thinks will be most agreeable, or not

unfrequently what he thinks best. Thus, of both parties, each
fancies the other is entirely giving way to his ideas, and
agreements are made out and signed that are the occasion of

both parties to the contract being at " cross purposes " to the end
of the chapter, as frequently no proper version is made out

in both languages, or if they are, they are far from bearing the

same meaning. The writer can call to mind many—too many

—

cases of this kind within his own experience.

The importance of careful rendering of the ideas the speaker
wishes to convey to the person spoken to, is very raroly

recognized by the native intrusted with this most onerous duty,

and the natives who would be, in time, somewhat fitted for the

duties of interpreter, become so ambitious that they either

attempt to appear and act as the principal, or seek some higher
position in their own service, too frequently trying to pervert the

entire business to their own private ends. How frequently

do these men " put in their own spoke !
" How rarely do they

fairly translate any unpleasant truth to their own officials !

There is not a Minister or Consul who has not suffered, and
the affairs he had to manage been permanently injured by this

want of honesty ; and there are few business transactions that

have not been facilitated by this management.

The native Government, say the Foreign Office, with its

large staff of native and foreign employes, might easily, with the

assistance of the Treaty Power Ministers, Consuls, and their

subordinates, find appropriate corresjjonding terms in say,

English, Dutch, French, Italian, etc., for the numerous native

official designations of departments, offices, and for the Kwan
Mei and Yaku Mei, or official titles of the employes, native and
foreign, of the Government.

Approximate terms may be found in our home nomenclature,
but they are frequently liable to mislead

;
besides, it would be

difficult to find terms that conveyed the same idea to [ill

foreigners, and when adopted would only be judicious where
they would be the means of introducing desirable reforms in the

administration of justice, or the carrying on of the routine

of native and foreign intercourse, especially of tending to defim
the authority and responsibilities of the bearer of such title.
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Affectation of European style becomes absurd, especially in

sucli instances as a Japanese whose name is " Jojie," tries and
makes it " George," thus losing the real sense of the two
Chinese characters ; or where the surname, " Ishi Maru "

(Round Stone), becomes " Ishimal " (surely not the Bible man
of the desert). These are faults for which the foreign teachers

(save the mark) are to blame, or where the affectation of the

natives, quoting Chinese, brings in the harsh sounding
monosyllables in place of the more euphonious ancient language,

like our pedants of the last century, continually quoting Latin

or Greek, or our school Miss and her scraps of pert French, from
doubtful novels.

Like the two preceding writers, I do not wish to trot out my
knowledge. I, with all humility, offer a few suggestions ; the

professional linguists and Japanese interpreters can perhaps
follow up the ideas of a tyro, who begs to subscribe himself,

amongst the students of the language, an

AMATEUE.

19th December, 1873.

P. S.
—" Nama Iki Kerai no S'ke " should rather thank

" Pro Bono Publico " for the opportunity given him to show
superior knowledge, but exhibits worse taste in bringing in

personalities. Lie might have given us, say in a foot note, the

literal translation of his own nom dc pbtme.

[Note by Printer's Devil.—" Nama " means partially

cooked, so we suppose our friend means to call himself a hater

of tyros or bunglers, but seems ignorant of tho series of puns
he lays himself open to.]

Deaii Sir,—Smoking in all the Railway carriages is

objectionable to ladies. The Guards should be directed to

restrict smoking to smoking-carriages only.

Yours, etc.,

E. NON FUMAEI.
i2tli December, 1873.

Sir,—The letters of " Merchant " that appeared some time
ago in the Herald, show such a through knowledge of the

subject, that the writer should receive the thanks of the

community for reopening a topic of such vital importance to the

very existence of our trade and intercourse in this country. The
conduct of the native brokers or go-betweens (for merchants they
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are not,) of Yokohama, ''strangling the goose that lays the
golden eggs," thns brought forward in the local papers, can be
no longer passed over ; and what with exchange down to 4s. 2d.,

and no business, there is, alas, but too much time to spare to

brood over our troubles.

In the early part of 1869 several letters appeared in the

Gazette on this very subject, and letters were addressed to the

Chamber of Commerce, trying to call attention to the interference

of petty officials, and of the combined seventy or eighty licensed

go-betweens called Hiki-toriya (receivers) and Uri Komi-ya
(sellers of produce).

Letters were also about the same time addressed to some of

the Consuls by a resident will informed in the details of these

matters, calling attention to this subject, and a proposition was
made to try and obtain a portion of the ground at the rear of the

Saibansho, now occupied by native houses, and the objectionable

Machi Kwa-sho, for the site of a general Exchange, upon which
suitable buildings might be erected, in which natives and
foreigners might meet unrestrained, and interchange ideas, and
exhibit samples of exports and produce ; thus the exporter

would be brought into direct intercourse with the producer, who
would learn from the exports, both tea and silk men, the best

manner to bring their goods to market. The importers would
learn the wants of the consumers, and be in a better position to

advise his friends at home as to pattern and quality of goods,

to say nothing of the importance of opening up new fields of

enterprise to producer and importer ; the more important from
the sudden fluctuations to which the markets of the staples tea

and silk are liable, and, by opening up a wider field for labour,

tend to the greater prosperity of this country, and greater

security from panic or failure resulting from one bad year for

any large item of produce.

That the whole country should suffer for the benefit of a

few native firms at the treaty ports is bad enough ; that the entire

resources of these islands shouldjbe cramped by the short-sighted

policy of the subordinate officials, who are the mere tools and
pensioners of the native guilds, and of a few private foreign

traders, or rather adventurers, is yet a greater evil to the country

at large, and the foreign houses and their supporters at home.

"With the peculiar organisation of the native Government,

they surely can have no great difficulty in collecting taxes,

without farming them out, or otherwise interfering with the

unreserved intercourse of the native and the foreign buyer and
seller.

Taxation, direct or indirect, is a great hobby of the natives

now at the head of the Revenue, and although they may have
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had explained to them the various theories of civilised countries,

yet it is very doubtful if they have the intellect to apply the ideas

in the proper places, and at the proper moment ; besides their

subordinates (like all native subordinate officials,) have a knack
of perverting their orders, and carrying out the details—to please

themselves and their friends.

Thus it is, that the most sweeping and promising reforms,

made in conforence with our Ministers and Consuls, excellent in

theory, are rarely carried out—never practically effective.

The realisation of the theory wearies them—laws are made
bnd posted up in public—the officers who pushed them thus far

are promoted or removed, and the new laws in a few days are

forgotten, and allowed to take care of themselves—no one to

enforce them, or insist upon their proper administration, or

sometimes they are over-administered, and thus some contretemps

occurs, and the entire law falls into discredit : for instance, some
three years ago an attempt was made to stop carriages being
driven through Yedo, because some persons were run over. It

never occurred to the wise-acres to order carriages to keep the

right and left hand centre of the road,- and the people to keep
on the sides. I could quote numbers of such cases in my
experience. »

The indiscriminate abuse of the natives by persons wholly
inexperienced precludes their being in the slightest affected by
the remarks of those few who really wish the natives well. If

read with the attention they deserve, the natives would find in

them the mirror of folly and ignorance of both sides, and they
should lead to reflection on the course that should be pursued in

all affairs, especially in the intercourse of the native and the

foreigner. There is hardly a day that some instance does not
crop up in which trouble has arisen through misunderstanding
on both sides, and through dishonesty on the part of the

go-between and interpreters.

We came here uninvited, and with us rests the onus to show
what is right. How have we fulfilled our duty ? Are we not
like the boy told by his friends when placed on the world, " to

make money, honestly if convenient, but to make it"

Those who show up to the light the faults of " first

intercourse " perform a more than thankless task. They are
liable to make anything but faiends of both sides ; it is only in

after years that such opiniont are received with the attention

they deserve.

The rapid increase of the foreign community, especially of

the number of ladies, makes a great change for the better in
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the position of the community ; and were those families "who are
" happy in their homes " to extend their hospitality to the large

number of young men now practically excluded from these

refining influences, they would do more actual good than is

supposed to be done by the missions.

How many thousands of natives are in constant com-
munication with young men ; and were they under such influences

as they were at home, mothers and sisters, what an example
they could set to natives,, their pupils, business connexions, and
friends.

As a rule, few that are here have an object to work for :

that is to say, a wholesome, proper, purpose in life. Of course

most look forward to getting a " good billet," or making a good
" spec ;" but any healthy inducements for steady plodding along
the path of duty, there are few, if any, for the majority.

Unfortunately, amongst the class who have most to do with
the Japanese are men, many of whom have already passed
through a season of temporary prosperity, or who are disappointed

men ; theje are a few whose sudden rise to be their own masters,

with, comparatively (to their previous experience), abundance of

money, are like the " beggar on horseback."

Yours, &c,

MEECATOB.

Yokohama, March 9, 1874.

Sir,—The present situation of the Government of this

country is a problem that few of us, if any, seem to be able to

solve ; even the best informed of the Ministers and Consuls
seem at a loss. We can only surmise what a state the provinces

are in by looking into the perponnal of their present rulers,

—

who they are and what experience they have had to teach them
how to fill the important offices they hold.

Each Ken Bei (Governor or Lieutenant of Ken or Province)

goes at his work in his own fashion, and each provincial govern-
ment seems but an " odd and end " experiment.

The recent excessively centralizing policy, too, seems to

create much dissatisfaction in the south, hitherto the great

producing, manufacturing, and trading part of the Empire.
Forced taxes, collected, in a manner that creates ill feeling, wo
can understand, at least such of us that have had experience in
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the old country. Levies for troops, where so many opportunities

occur for favoritism, and causing ill feeling. Sumptuary laws
and edicts on education and religion, hurled at randon among
superstitious, plodding, country people, often written in a
language they do not understand. Young men, by no means
noted amongst their own people before making the acquaintance

of a few foreigners, and " doing " the grand tour of Europe
and America, then jumping into high positions on some hobby
that they have acquired in their travels, such as " Direct or

Indirect Taxation," " Paper Currency," " Foreign Drill,"

"Reform of the English Language," "Abolition of Extra-

territorial Clauses in Treaties," " Foreign Postal Conventions,"

etc., etc., too numerous to repeat ; too impatient to sit on the

nest ths full time, or when they find they are sitting on and
trying to hatch " addled eggs," pas over the nest to some one
else. Any well-informed person who has experience of the

native way of muddling along, especially of late years, could

find food for reflection, and no doubt understand why, notwith-

standing the troops that are so frequently reviewed and paraded,

there have been risings in nearly every province of the Empire.
The leaven of dissatisfied samurai, priests and others, hitherto

kept somewhat together by the daimios, that is sown broadcast

through the land ; the ignorance of the provincials as to the

goings on of the great world outside, and these dissatisfied

people who have nothing to lose and everything to gain by
change, inciting them to insurrection.

The total absence of any confidence in their rulers
;
beyond

abject fear, nothing to counteract the general hatred for the
" New Japan " shoshei official—despised for his ignorance of
his own country, and his boasted knowledge of foreign matters
more than doubted

;
overbearing conduct, badly supported by

headquarters, and therefore wavering in emergency
;
thorough

disregard for the real interests of the people, or what the people
believe to be their interests.

This calls to mind the British policy in India under " John
Company." Young men from home—inexperienced school
boys—sent to rule large and thickly populated districts, some
few, doubtless, trying to the best of their lights to act for the
best, and conscientiously carry ou\ their duty. Individually,
perhaps, respected by a few ; but at large mixed up with the
large body of those with impossible schemes and Utopian ideas.

Japan seems for the last generation more like the Ireland
of the Pactfic. But where is its England, and where its America
to carry off the burden of its dissatisfied and poor population ?

The deeper-thinking and experienced well-wisher of this

distracted country is truly grieved to see how good advice is



spurned by the younger native, and how the old and more
experienced men—opposition of other days—hold aloof and
shun all public affairs.

I watch and wait.

AEGrUS.

Dear Sir,—Let me say a few words about how the Japanese
treat their foreign employes, and let me assure you I know the

subject and the people.

First there are the ships : Captains and engineers engaged
and paid fair wages, but on board ship completely ignored by
the crew—insulted and thwarted.

Then the schools, in which some native dictates the hours,

the books to be used, and the mode of study. The pupils are

allowed to judge of the ability and energy of the teacher, and
simply adopt the " pour it in " policy, and choose their own
subjects and times of study,

Next is the Survey, and other kindred technical branches.

Here the native in a few weeks, dawdling round after the

foreign professional, tries to imitate him, and even aspires to go
over the work, and check it ! (save the mark) and find something
out that shows his cleverness to hi3 compatriots.

In the Telegraph, Railway, and other Departments, every-

where we hear the same complaint—stealing our brains

unacknowledged.

True it is, that some students learn off well by rote, but
can they apply what they learn ?

But to go back to the foreigner. There are happily few
who know really how little they are respected

;
truly,

" ignorance is bliss" here. The few who know what goes on
around them, who hear and understand the real expressions

between the natives of their feeling towards the foreigners in

their service—how keen to note our faults—how obtuse to the
superior vir, experience and ability. These few it must gall to

see and hear how ungracious, how ungenerous, how ingrate a
people they serve. What time-servers the natives are ! How
they fawn if a turn is to be taken out of you, and how, after

squeezing the lemon, they throw it away ! Unstable as water,

they shall not excel.

The restrictions they would surround us with—everything

goes to show the shallowness of their mushroom civilization.

Yours, etc.,

NEMESIS.
Yokohama, June 29, 1874.



Mr. Editor,—Some days ago your paper had a paragraph
about missionaries, and I have been looking for some reply, or

remark, from their supporters.

There is no mistake about their being the most independently

situated and the best off members of the foreign community.
They, one and all, have salaries from home, regularly paid and
of no mean figure, house and travelling allowances, etc., and as

a rule are married, with some allowance to their wives and for

each child born, etc., etc.

With ample leisure, duties but nominal, and those of a
nature more like recreation than work, these people have a
wonderful advantage over the other foreigners who have to deal

with the natives, especially over those who are trying to live as

teachers. Of course the country is as free to them as to others,

but they enter into competition unfairly handicapped—with too

long a start.

If the affairs of the missions were thrown open to fair public

criticism, and the present system of secrecy in their affairs

abolished, there is little doubt but that good would result to

them, and prevent their actions being unfairly criticised ; but as

matters are conducted, and these people as a body holding aloof

from the rest of the community, their conduct is open to the

suspicion of the public, who wonder whether the societies at

home—or rather those who find the money to support the

societies—are fully cognizant of the true state of affairs, and if

they were, would they be equally liberal in their donations for

missions abroad ?

Our experiences in New Zealand and the Pacific Islands

(the latter almost the only field in which mission labor has been
fruitful in proportion to the cost and labor) have taught us that

generations of mission workers have reaped but a scanty harvest,

and in India and China the result has been most discouraging.

Would the missionary body but associate more with the

community, or rather with those members of it who require

some moral support and the softening influence of refined

associates, more good could be done eventually through other

means amongst the native
;
especially would this be successful if

they (the missionaries) shewed themselves more public spirited,

liberal, and exhibited less prayer-meeting-house style, which
latter many of them seem to consider the " correct " thing.

In a country like Japan, where the lower classes are grossly

superstitious, and the others unbelievers and scoffers at all

religion, the fact of the teachers of religion, or " professional

preachers," holding aloof from their fellow residents has an
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effect few would credit the great evil influence of. To give their

friends an opportunity to reply, I would ask the following

questions on points I am dubious of.

Have the missionaries as a body been known in Japan to

minister at the bed-side of the sick, or even at the death-bed of

any of the numerous invalids who come here but to find a
grave ?

Inter alia, I would remark, the poor fellows who die here in

hotels have generally to say their last few words in the ears of

strangers often themselves, poor fellows, liable any day to the

same fate, of M dying amongst strangers," with no kind friends

around to close their eyes.

Have these people ever in any way contributed to the

improvement of the general tone of society, or exerted themselves

to draw the young men of the community to better associates

and higher objects, or show them how to make ''life worth
living for " ?

Beyond their own clique, little is known of them. It seems
to me they are like the Pharasee and Sadducee of the parable,

that passed on the other side of the way.

Have they not continually been diplomatizing to get in

amongst the natives, and under any pretence, however specious,

accepted situations and the salary ? Are they not employed,
and permits issued from the native Foreign Department for

them to live in the interior as hirelings fyatoie ireJ ?

Is this consistent with receiving a liberal salary (or rather

thought liberal before arrival here) from home to " teach
religion ?

"

How many real converts to Christianity have been made,
who really believe, or indeed appreciate, even if they understand
the peculiar tenets of their teachers (?) creed ?

Individually, the members are very good kind of people

—

every-day sort of goody-goody young bodies—who were (as a
rule) no doubt glad to get a billet, superior to most curacies at

home, and help them get married, years before they might in

tho ordinary course bo able to at homo. I do not alludo to the

individual, but to the body—a most numerous one here now,
comprising many nationalities and numerous sects.

The rules of " rospoctability " applicable to private persons
in settled countries and at home, cannot apply to those people,

and form a convenient oxcuso as a cloak to sheer laziness, and



allow them to persuade themselves they would be contaminated

by contact with the common herd—even for the sake of

humanity, self-respect, duty, and all that man owes to man,
especially when he is paid to disseminate the principles of

religion, of Christian charity and humility,—to help the sick in

soul and body, and be patterns of all the cardinal virtues before

the heathen.

Yours,

A PEOSELYTE.

Yokohama, August 5, 1874.

Dear Sir,—A letter in the Herald, some time ago, about the

Japanese merchant service, calls for some remark.

The natives purchased and still run the foreign built ships

for their own use, and according to their own ideas of what is

most advantageous, and we can look nearer home for gross

mismanagement in both navy and merchant shipping without
being over captious in Japan.

A decade has not passed away since these people first

purchased foreign built ships as a mercantile investment, and
they have not had any opportunities to gain experience of the

business.

Whenever they put their ships' business into foreigners'

hands they have been invariably swindled, to wit : those who
know particulars about the case of the Lancefield, and such—the
Bahama's affairs, etc., etc., fresh in the memory of some of your
readers, and can we wonder they avoid foreigners ?

It is a said fact that the native crews of the ships are nearly
masters of the position. But this evil has only of late shown
itself in such a manner as to be apparent to those interested, and
it will be gradually remedied.

That efforts—and with steady pressure—are being made is

well known. But with the generally disorganized state of the
various departments there seems no routin to follow—no
precedent to establish a Board of Trade and enforce its rules.

With the very poor material to commence upon, it will be a
hard task to enfore the necessary discipline, and improve the
morale and personelle of the mercantile marine.

The private and selfish ideas of the heads of the various



native departments stand in the way of official action at present.

And the merchants who are owners or shareholders do not

yet understand the application of the old saw, " A stitch in time
saves nine."

Some of the native vessels—or rather foreign built ships

under the Japanese flag, and owned by natives—are in quite as

efficient state as those in the hands of foreign owners. It is too

true, and to be regretted, that this is the exception and not the

rule.

The egregious folly of farming out the vessels, and its

consequent evils of cheap, incompetent, lazy and dishonest

crews, is the real and present great evil that causes the ships to

be in the sad state they are in.

A few interested people, glad to see the native flag over
" lame ducks," and who spread their nets for such, are the only

supporters of the class of native who throw dust in the eyes of

their own people, and are always open to accept a squeeze to

influence business (?).

The subject of the development of the coasting trade—and
this must be done through the native owned shipping—is of

great importance to the foreign community : those few who are

well-informed and far-seeing admit this.

The future of this country lies in its as yet undeveloped
mineral wealth ; in its produce that may be brought to market
cheaply, and encouraged at out-ports in consequence

;
by an

economical coasting service, if regular and charging low rates.

The present Diogenes, or rather " dog in the manger "

policy cannot be continued in much longer, and eventually foreign

money, energy—viv—must gain the day. " The strong, and
not the fleet horse for the long race."

Yours,

DAMOCLE'S SWORD.

Yokohama, August 10, 1874.

Sin,—That the foreign community is rapidly losing ground
in the estimation of the natives has becomo such a truism, and
so often referred to now, as to have become one of the groat



questions of the present day. None dispute this who have the

slightest experience in dealing amongst the natives.

Why is this ? We must answer, that with all the faults of

the native, we, the foreign community, are to blame. The few

black sheep in the flock taint the whole, if the black sheep are

not separated and kept aloof.

With us lies the onus of showing the native what is right, and

their faults do not cloak our misdeed s.

In all newly opened countries the class of natives first coining

into contact with the foreigner is never of the best type, and
this is eminently true of the class of foreigner rushing to a new
country. Thus much mutual misunderstanding and distrust

arises.

Any one with sufficient moral courage to expose the

misdeeds—the errors of judgment—the want of control of

temper, and the ignorance on both sides, and the evil resulting,

would confer a boon on the more honest, and better thinking and
acting portion of the community.

Bribery and corruption—swindling—smart tricks in making
bargins —false returns—doing the Custom House—bullying the

silk, tea, and other produce merchants—cajoling the purchasers

of imports ; these are a few headings to articles we could write

on with personal experience and individual cases as fair specimens

of what goes on daily. And who can blame the native for

repaying the foreigner tit for tat ? But few of us, if smitten on
the right cheek, will turn the left to the smiter to await another

blow. And the native does according to his lights in dealing

with the troublesome and always impracticable ijin.

The native—easy-going, good-tempered, fond of pleasure,

and ready to condone offence—only don't touch his pride—in a

country full of anomalies. Eeckless exposure of the person, and
much that we call worse than indecent and immodest, with yet a

sense of modesty for above ours.

Bribery and corruption from lowest to highest, and readiness

to gloss over the grossest misconduct. With a sense of peculiar

justice—a charitable disposition to protect the weak or condone
an offence—a kind of esprit de corps exceeding anything we shew.

A taste for flowers, scenery, and art more general than in

Europe, and a smaller percentage of the population ignorant of

reading and writing. With the grossest sensuality. Quickness
and anxiety to acquire knowledge, with a total absence of judg-
ment to apply. The most extreme superficiality and desultoriness,

with an astuteness we cannot fathom.



Such are a few of the characteristics of the people we have
forced and are forcing ourselves deeper amongst.

Foreigners with highflown and magnificent ideas—actually

bumming and loafing on natives. Numberless applications for

employment from all quarters. Rich foreign merchants competing
for the patronage of the lowest class of native

;
cringing to a

lot of overgrown native school-boys, pitched into official position,

and teaching them to rob and ruin their already impoverished
country. Magnificent schemes going off at half-cock after

enormous expenditure. An arsenal where little or no work is

put through—a mere engineer's school—hardly even that.

Machinery everywhere being smashed or rusting away. Foreign
money borrowed at high rates of interest, to be squandered here
amongst a small ring. Immense interest and dormant sources

of wealth neglected or muddled. Manufacture and produce
checked by monopoly or official jealousy.

Foreigners jealously excluded, or, where employed, looked
down upon by the nation at large as the yaiole hito (hireling),

the servant of the lowest native in the country, even omaye-d by
the jin-riki-sha men and san-pan men, and amongst them called

the yatoei ijin.

This term ijin, or hetzu nin (other than ordinary man), in

contradistinction to calling one another on hohu jin (honorable

country man), and this, too, officially by the Foreign Office only

modified to on koku jin and gwai hohu jin (honorable country

man and foreign country man).

Without exception, in all departments and under all

circumstances, systematically ignored by the natives working on
the brain of the foreigner thus treated. And yet these people

claim to be ranked as civilized.

How about the boasted reform in the bagnios ? All mere
pretence ! Their boasted system of police ?—A rayth ! Their

reforms in finance ?—A blind ?

Inexperienced men, incompetent—without judgment—moral
strongth—trying to copy and improve upon our civilization !

Utter failure in their plaigarism, and spoiling with their

improvements (!) all the good to be done by adoption of tho

new-fangled idea.

Unstaplo as water, thou shalt not excel.

Yours, etc.,

SCRUTATOR.
Yokohama, August 10, 1874.
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Sir,—Every honest foreigner in the native service should

read with satisfaction the Gazette's and your remarks, especially

those in the Gazette leader of the 25th inst., about the bad faith

of foreigners to one another.

It is a sad fact that the conduct of foreigners in general does

much to destroy the native's confidence in the foreign advisers

they pay to assist them, and the fickleness of the native character

is taken advantage of by place hunters, who, by trying to ruin

the reputation of the employe of long-standing, thus hope to

have a place made for themselves. The natural disposition of

the natives is well illustrated by the very common practice of

their deserting their homes and families, leaving often a beautiful,

well educated wife for the society of public women, singing girls,

and concubines—little valuing the beautiful and useful in their

possesion, and lavishing money and wasting their time with
worthless people. And so is it with their foreign employes :

they little value their advice and assistance, but run after

outsiders. We foreigners are chiefly to blame for all—our
backbiting and squabbling, the cause of this.

The only means of checking the growth of this already

great evil is to draw attention to it, and this can only be done by
the public press. The foreign community at large will no doubt
—when its attention is called to the subject—know what steps

to take to keep up position and reputation with all classes of

natives.

Attention has been called, from time to time, through the

local press for the last six years to this matter, and it is to be
hoped, now that the press has " put its hand to the plow," it will

not let the field lie fallow and unproductive. Thereby it will

earn the gratitude of all good men and true, as well as of

Yours truly,

AEGUS.

Yokohama, August 28, 1874.

Dear Mr. Eeitor,—Certain newspaper writers in Japan
have given way to indiscriminate abuse of the Japanese, while
others pander to the native taste and try to be their defenders,
unfortunately in such a manner as to leave it open to suspicion
that they are actuated by selfish motives.

While local items hardly serve to fill up the daily issue,

there is room for entering into subjects of general interest, and
as such matters are all the better for thorough and public
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ventilation, I now beg of you some space to at least give a start

to some subjects of general interest to the natives and to the

foreign residents of Japan, not only in this district but at all the

ports.

The long deferred but never too late relaxation of the
exclusion of foreigners from travelling in the interior makes it

of first importance to discuss the subject of foreigners' relations

socially with the natives, and the actual status of the residents

at the treaty ports and the employes in the interior.

The history of foreigners in this country shows that they
have been almost invariably the first aggressors, and not having
a proper conception of the native character, constant errors of

judgment, and too often tvorse, have caused innumerable evils ; and
constant dispute, ending in open quarrel, has resulted, which
like the boy and the snail,—whenever it put out its horns it was
roughly touched, until retreating within its shell altogether.

The Spanish buccaneers, the Portuguese in Hirado, foreigners

in Desima three centuries ago, British men-of-war in Nagasaki
two generations age, Golowin, and even in our later experience

instances of outrage still remain impressed on the native mind
;

and the few good deeds have been done in such a way as to leave

no gratitude—done unasked, and in a manner opposed to the

native ideas.

Those who have really benefited by the treaties are generally

the least willing to admit such, and the treaty of Perry was
followed by such a series of calamities and troubles to a large

number of the population now living, that our forcible entrance

into the country is far from forgotten—remembered only in

bitterness of spirit by a numerous and unforgiving class, who,
in their ignorance of the great world without, look around for

some scapegoat for their trouble, and find next ready to hand the

yin, and his copyists amongst their fellow countrymen.

The foreign employe of the native is also looked down on,

something as we would on a camel, who can brave the desert

without water—useful only for his special purpose, allowed no
free action—his thoughts and opinions pumped or squeezed out,

and then moulded to suit the idea of the questioner. Failure is

generally the result, yet the.foreigner must bear the blame.

The foreign trader is always exposed to the efforts of the

native to overeach or cheat, and in collusion with the foreigner's

own native hirelings.

The tourist is lible to every kind of extortion, and the guidos

and interpreters (?) such employ are generally the great cause of

dissatisfaction on both sides—both to hotel keeper and visitor.



The foreign official finds nothing but irresponsible, men,
without authority, or fearing to incur blame, who promise to-day

and disclaim what they have already acceeded to in a subsequent
interview, and hereupon follows a series of bullying scenes,

displays of temper, and high words. Then the foreigner gives

way to his looseness, unrestrained by the dread of shame, and
the native retaliates after his idea of taking his turn out of the

ijin.

Thus round goes the little world of native and foreign

intercourse, increasing mutual distrust, contempt on the part of

the foreigner, and dislike and fear on the part of the native.

Yours,

EEFOEMEE.
Yokohama, August 29, 1874.

0

Sir,—Eeferring to my preceding remarks about foreigners

in Japanese employment, I come upon the following subjects, as

worthy of discussion :

—

First—The foreign employees, and the disorganised and
inefficient state of the coasting trade, with its many points

requiring the attention of the reformer.

Second—The schools conducted by natives, with foreign

teachers employed.

Third—Professional men, such as miners, engineers,

architects, surveyors, experts in various branches, tradesmen,

artizans, &c.

Fourth, and, though last, not least in importance—the

official class of native, and the foreign official who have to do
with such.

As regards the coasting vessels, we only, of course, have to

deal with the steamers and sailing ships purchased from
foreigners. These, mostly vessels run off the home trade, sent

to Australia and thence to China, or to the latter direct, and
gradually pushed off the trade by better and more economical
vessels ; and the peculiar class of steam vessels which formerly
used to leave after and arrive before the regular mail, in the
opium and other gambling kind of speculative trades—a most
expensive class of vessel, that, when of no furthor use in China,
were sent to Japan, and, with the help of " champagne " and
bribery, foistered on the Principalities.

Many of these, after being seriously damaged from neglect

or ignorance, were taken over by foreigners, repaired, or rather



patched up, and again shoved off to the Japanese, with a new
name and a fresh daub of paint—" chunnam " and cement ad lib.

From the commencement the natives undertook sole charge
of the ships purchased, and only in rare instances retained the

service of a single foreigner for even a day after changing the

flag
;
subsequently, when forced into employing foreigners, these

latter were not allowed the slightest authority, their instruction

or advice was rarely attended to, and of course good men would
not submit to be placed in such a position—" all the responsibility

and no power "
; thus an inferior class of men got in to the ships,

men who humoured the crew, and who were hail fellow well met
with the coolies, letting every one do as they pleased.

As a matter of course, the natives in the ships gradually

became imbued with the notion, or at least they acted as if so,

that the ships were something for their benefit—" like the Irish

squatter, who refused to pay rent and shot his landlord "—and
that the owners had no right to have a voice in the affairs of the

ships.

This is the great evil of the present moment, the great

stumbling block in introducing any thorough reform in the

native merchant service.

The owners are too ignorant to control their captains, who,
being of the " Shizoku " (samurai) class, despise their employers

;

the officers, or rather the youngsters acting as such, are of the

same class, and only a shade more ignorant than their ostensible

"chief ; the sailors are mostly men thinking themselves as good
as the former, and perhaps really more experienced. Thus there

is a total absence of discipline, and the following case is neither

unusual nor overdrawn :—A large steamer advertised to sail for

Osaka, passengers and cargo on board, having one foreign

engineer, and the rest Japanese. This man had some work to

be done which the Japanese refused to do ; he consequently left

the ship, and refused to go to sea in her, and she was taken
charge of b}^ a native—previously a coal trimmer in a P. M. S. S.

boat, and latterly a fireman in a native steamer, under a foreign

engineer, by whom he was dismissed for having " more jaw
than work." The captain (save the mark, an old junk sendoe,)

stood aft, dipping the Japanese flag ; the aforesaid " shovel

"

took charge on the bridge, the chief mate was in the engine
room (he had been alternately captain, engineer, doctor and
paymaster to native ships previously), and the man who contracted

to feed the passengers was on the forecastle with the cargo clerk,

discussing about the Dutch names of the gear there, while the

crew did as they throught fit.

The engines, after several failures, were started, and the
ship went astern for seventeen minutes, stopped for five, and



then, at last, ahead full speed—a cloud of steam pouring out
from the condenser with the waste (she was a common jet

condenser).

I can call to mind a very good mate being found fault with
by the Japanese crew, because he was a book sailor, and that he
used parafine instead of turpentine in paint ; also ordered the
T-gallant yard down after sundown at sea (the barometer falling

and the ship light).

The fact is, the man who is popular with the lazy underpaid
coolies in the ship, is the only man wanted. The energetic,

conscientious officer is a bore—a "warui hito"—and is not
allowed to remain ; he is provoked into losing his temper, or

worried purposely in every detail of duty, and of private affairs.

The cause of this may be traced to the misconduct or want
of proper independence of foreigners in the first instance, and
the pandering to the natives by foreigners who wish to gain
some immediate selfish end ; either to gain and retain a position

amongst the natives they are incompetent to fill amongst their

own people, or to obtain power and the means of eventually

swindling the native.

In the first instance, had the foreign residents as a body
shewn good faith to one another, and combined for the general

good, much different results might appear. But no ! Everyone
for himself

;
jealously, envy, malice, and all uncharitabloness

towards one another. We all, therefore, in the end go to the

wall, and fall into the power of the native.

Yours,

REFORMER.

Yokohama, August 31, 1874.

Sir,—Our native servants, the working class, and others that

foreigners generally see most of, are such a very inferior class,

and generally of such bad character, that they are driven from
amongst their own people ; it is only the bait of proportionately

exorbitant wages that will draw the native hireling away from
his own people, to serve the cross-grained, ill-tempered, and
exacting foreign employer. I allude to both sexes of natives.

Then it is a general principle amongst bettos, boys, etc., that the

ijin is to be bled and squeezed by one and all, and those who
would protect the foreigner is the target for the revilings and
annoyances of his fellows.

How is it that we have utterly failed to attach the native

servants to us ? The greatest kindness is never appreciated

;
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gratitude to a foreigner is absolutely unknown, and would be
considered almost treason—by the natives. Is it the total

absence of the nobler principles of nature in their character, or

are we ourselves to blame ?

In our ignorance of the native character we affect to dictate

to the native officials. And yet should they not best know their

own people ? We bring our foreign ideas to bear on a differently

disposed people, and utterly fail. You cannot treat a native gejo

(female house servant) like a respectable house-maid of the old

country, nor a bettoe like a groom, and so on. Trustworthy,

attached, fairly educated, and high-minded servants are the rule

at home ; here their equals are not to be found in any class,

especially in all that is noble and lovely in man or woman. Thus
we err, in trying to raise up this class we only drag ourselves

down. In making them forego the outward marks of respects,

we do not replace it by the inward feeling of respect that they

never had. We teach them to treat us with contempt, and they

are only too ready to take advantage of this before their own
people. In the general ignorance of their language, foreigners

rarely address their native hirelings in the appropriate terms, and
are usually ignorant of the insolence these are guilty of, or the

ridicule this ignorance causes amongst their fellow-servants.

Here again the foreigner goes to the wall.

Then the class of native women foreigners allow round
their houses, if possible, inferior to the other servants, and
despised by these latter, the foreigner in his ignorance being
unable to protect them, or keep the servants in proper control.

The first official interviews between ignorant native officials

and equally ignorant Consuls, especially as regards their duties,

the peculiarities of each other, wanting the capacity to look

forward, and in many instances only " grinding their own axe,"

or driving a " hobby," are all circumstances which tell to the

disadvantage of the foreigner and his status in Japan.

Yours,

EEFOEMEE.

Yokohama, September 2, 1874.
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[Copy.]

To the Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Yokohama.

Dear Sir,—At the suggestion of members of the Chamber
I now address you, and request the favor that you lay this com-
munication before the Committee and other members at the

earliest opportunity.

Any facts proving the existence of prejudicial official inter-

ference, or any breach of treaty, that affect injuriously the trade

of this port being of general interest to the mercantile

community. I now would bring to the notice of the members of

the Chamber the following particulars, and believe that the

importance of the subject will justify me, although not a member,
in so doing, and iu asking their influence in the suppression of
the growing evil that is the principal subject of this letter.

I have myself addressed the authorities on the subject, and
would wish to see energetic efforts made by influential persons
to do away with the abuses that affect us all at this Port.

A few weeks ago a number of respectable Japanese of good
means, wishing to enter into the trade with foreigners, found
that they could only do so by becoming residents of Yokohama,
and members of the various trading combinations here, or else

to entrust their business to the men who are already established

here. It would not suit them to reside here, and incur the
expense of forming establishments ; nor did they wish to entrust

their interests to the local men, for the reason of the unnecessarily
heavy expenses these middlemen usually involve strangers in,

and the generally unsatisfactory way of conducting the business
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entrusted to them. Wishing, therefore, to enter into arrange-
ments with some foreign house to have their business conducted,
they again found a check in the native Government prohibiting
anything like co-partnership of natives and foreigners. This
has completely checked their intentions, and is one of many
instances in which the extension of trade has been stopped by
official meddling. I called at the native Government offices on
the 14th instant to endeavour to arrange that people from whom
I had made purchases within the treaty limits, should be allowed
to bring their wares to me direct, without annoyanco or the

intervention of the native brokers, and after being referred from
one officer to another, all giving me the same answer, I was told

that no Japanese could sell to a foreigner unless he was a
licensed Yokohama trader resident here ; and the higher officials

at the Sai Bansho confirmed this in the most positive language,
adding that the natives were liable to punishment if detected

selling other than necessities of tourists or the trifles usually

purchased by such.

I was also info
- mod at the Sai Bansho that they could not

recognise or permit the residence of tradesmen or others than
the usual one or two kod^kais on the premises of their foreign

employes, thus account-in^ for the ill success of any attempts to

make our employes comfortable or contented for any length of

time.

The guard gates, especially those on the creek, kept up under
the specious pretence of their being a means of security to tho

life and property of residents, are a fair specimen of the means
adopted by the native authorities in all matters connected with

the foreign communit}r
. I have frequently witnessed the most

unjustifiable bullying of inoffensive people, and can produce

proof of their being a source of much useless trouble to our

employes and others, and an indirect cause of increasing the cost

of our daily necessaries, as all things passing in are required to

be furnished with certain passes, while the examination of what
passes out never proves a check on the exit of stolen goods, and
tho most trivial excuses are made to give trouble to the trades-

men, and extort bribes.

Almost every branch of industry or trade is formed into a

system of monopoly and restriction. Even our servants are not

exempt, each class combining, not unfrequently to the great

inconvenience of some resident who has gained their enmity, or

often against their own people who prove rofractory by bein^

perhaps more faithful to an employer or more honest than the

majority, besides using every means to exclude outsiders from

gaining employment.

I would take the liberty, by way of starting tho subject, of
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suggesting ihe menus to check this system of extortion and
annoyance, as well as many other petty grievances incident
thereto.

That a public demonstration be made, and the various
Consuls petitioned to obtain the assistance of the Ministers in

suppressing these nuisances, and to induce the native Govern-
ment to circulate amongst the Japanese a better knowledge of
the leading features of our treaties, and allow more direct inter-

course and freedom of trade between native and foreigner,

irresr>eetive of their being local registered brokers.

That instead of the present objectionable irregular imposi-
tion of squeezes, that a better and fixed method of taxation be
adopted to raise the funds required for the government of the
native population here.

That the guard gates be done away with, and the men now
permitted to idle their time uselessly at these places be made to

patrol actively throughout the foreign settlement, and wherever
foreigners frequent, both day and night.

That the foreign residents agree not to employ native

servants without either a character from the former employer
being produced, or by giving a good account of previous service,

and the reason of being out of employment, guaranteed by
respectable parties.

That the residents elect, a committee to look after all such
matters, and empower them to address the Consular body in

reference thereto.

The boats for hire, their great discomfort and danger in bad
weather, and unfitness in everyway; the constant crowding of

the landing places and the creek, and the entire absence of

system or control are also matters I would bring before you as

fitting to apply to the Government for improvement, as the

officials use their position in every way to keep the monopoly of

the cargo and passenger boats in the hands of a Custom House
subordinate called Kouzo, to the exclusion of compel it ion from
those willing to obtain better boats, and who would be more
reasonable in their charges, as well as be more civil and obliging.

I shall be glad to furnish any further explanation, and give

proof of the existence of the annoyances I havo now brought
before the public.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) C. J. PFOUNDES.

Yokohama, 25th April. 1868,
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The following letters are re-printed by permission of the

Editor, for comparison with the dates, &c, of the above. The

writer does not know the author :

—

There is a matter of six years between the above letter and

the letters of " Merchant," and yet no improvement.

Letter No. 1.

Dear Sir,—There are very few among an active commercial
community like ours in Yokohama, who can devote sufficient

time from their daily business to matters of general welfare to

themselves or society at large ; even if they have serious

grievances to complain of, they generally consider that very

little good is likely to come of it by laying them before the

public. However, owing to the general quietness in trade at

the present moment, and while it has given the writer a little

anxious time for thought on our. present and future prospects, it

has also induced him to put aside his prejudice, in the hopes of

others following his example, and thus, by bringing our

grievances forward, result in some probable good.

During my many meditations on the subject it has occurred

to me that we are carrying, or rather attempting to ,carry on our
trade, surrounded by such an anomalous state of affairs as very

few other countries can boast of inflicting on a community, with
whom they have acknowledged their willingness to assist in

prosecuting trade, and that by a Treaty (which, although it

may not have been so acceptable at first) is now, owing to the

changed circumstances of time, no longer looked upon as a
necessary evil, and therefore we are entitled to expect it to be
carried out by the Japanese Government in its spirit and
integrity. This, every one must, however, admit has not been
done either in spirit or letter ; and as the late Ministerial

changes in the Government are likely to defer for a time the

further active negociations in connection with the long-looked
for new Treaty, and those international contracts bearing more
directly on the fostering of trade under their conditions, I do
not think it would be time thrown away altogether if our
Foreign Representatives were to employ the interim in making
themselves more thoroughly acquainted with the practical and
business details which past experience has proved necessary

to enable us to carry on our commerce in a more satisfactory

manner than hitherto. It is, I think, partly owing to the

isolated position of a Foreign Representative, and his lack

of experience in commercial affairs, and their bearing, that

causes him to give undue prominence and aims to matters more
of a political significance, to the prejudice of what is really

more the object of his mission, viz. : the extension of commercial
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intercourse, and the interest of those in connection with it,

together forming one of the principal objects of his government
in establishing relations in the East. My purpose now is to

confine . myself as much as possible to personal experience

during several years in this country,»and state the facts as they

have occurred, leaving inferences to be drawn by my readers.

With this view in mind, I will divide my communication in

two parts, the first relating to past amenities, and the manner
in which the Treaties have, or rather, I should say, have not

been carried out ; in the second part I wish to draw attention

to several circumstances which have come to my knowledge in

connection with the present Treaty, which show the necessity of

a remedy being sought for in making the new one. Before
proceeding, however, I wish to mention that I may be wrong J

in the conclusions I have arrived at respecting our Foreign
Representatives' position ; but the fact is, we who are mostly
and directly interested have little or no opportunity of learning

what is really taking place on our behalf in official circles. We
certainly can send home for a huge and voluminous Blue Book,
and perhaps arrive at what has taken place twelve months
since ; but as to contemporaneous events, we are left hopelessly

in the dark. At home, everything interesting to the public is

laid before them, whether it be acts of the Parliament, Govern-
ment, or other body ; but here, where all our national

institutions are centered in one person—the Minister resident

—

we find him silent, and this prevents that open discussion and
expression of public opinion on passing events that have such

great weight and guidance anywhere else. It is no doubt
partly owing to this isolation on the part of the Ministers in

managing their countiymen's affairs, that many clauses in the

present Treaty are almost a dead letter, if not quite so. The
spirit of them, at least, is not carried out, and the Japanese

|

hitherto have been allowed to laugh at their obligations to

foreigners under it.

While bearing in mind the disadvantages under which we
have to act, I still think we have ourselves to blame, to a

certain extent, in not making our grievances better known.
We have, it is true, a Chamber of Commerce, which, as a
time-honored institution, it is thought necessary to have among
a body of merchants ; but the peculiar circumstances of the

country and its customs, does not allow of such an institution

successfully effecting the duties it wculd be called upon to

fulfil in any other part of the world. Besides, we have to take
into consideration the unavoidable cosmopolitan composition of

it, each member having his own national instinct to guide him
in his individual interests, and this prevents that unison which
would otherwise perhaps help to meet the circumstances of the
case. This want of unanimity on the part of the commercial
body is fully brought to light in the late discussions respecting
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the alleged infringement under the Treaty of the Bills dealers,

and the differences existing between theiii and their foreign

customers. Tins matter of the silk trade reveals only too
plainly how perfectly inadequate our Chamber of Commerce is

to cope with those active Ihd obnoxious institutions so closely

connected with, and supported by the semi-trading Government
of Japan. I allude to the native trade Guilds ; and this leads

me now to what I primarily wish to bring before your notice.

It is very evident, therefore, that we shall never be able to

fight the native traders with their own weapons, by establishing

similar Guilds for ourselves. Our only hope, therefore, is in

the Treaties, and if we cannot obtain better conditions and
privileges than we at present possess, then at least let us have
the concessions we have already obtained carried out in their

strictest sense, and without that prevarication and desire on the

part of the Japanese to evade what they ought to be made
understand is to be kept inviolate. It has now become necessary

that we should have free and unrestricted intercourse with the

natives, and to effect a remedy wo must strike at the root of the

evil, and, irrespective of old traditions, make the Japanese learn

that these restrictive and monopolising Guilds are contrary to

the Treaty, and inimical to the development of their country,

and the increase of its foreign trade. As it may not be
generally known, outside of business circles, to what extent

these Guilds carry their power, I may mention a circumstance

that occurred to my firm within even the last few days. A
contract was made with a Japanese merchant for cloth, which
was to bo delivered by a certain day. The time for payment
had arrived, but my frier d was short of money, and asked for

the goods to be held over. This was done for 14 days, and on
interest being charged for this time, my worthy customer
objected to pay. T insisted, and he then paid it under a sort

of protest, saying, " Here is the money, but I am going to bring
the matter under the notice of my Guild, and then no Japanese
merchant will be allowed to come to your house to do
business." Well, what was I to do? I knew only too well

the meaning of his threat. The amount in dispute was small,

and at present one has quite enough to do these bad times

without the extra prospect of being tabooed by his customers.

80 I returned the money, and pocketed the insult, and have to

thank the present state of the Treaty for being put in such a

humiliating position. The above tabooing of a foreign firm by
a native Guild is by no means a rare occurrence, and has
actually taken place to the writer's knowledge, for a. similar

and quite as trivial a dispute between buyer and seller, and
perhaps while the said firm wal bewailing the bad state of

business, lie little dreamed that he had other causes to suspect.

These proceedings now are carried on in the most open manner,
as if these institutions were gaining ground, and had little to

fear. It is also a well known fact, that any Japanese not
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being a member of one of the Yokohama guilds, cannot do
business with foreigners direct, but must pay a commission of

generally 2£ per cent, to a Yokohama firm to enable him to

sell his goods to us. I have an old customer from whom I

regularly purchase a certain article, and in his case requires

no assistance in the sale of his goods, as I am his only

purchaser, and therefore this commission which he is obliged to-

pay (not by trade custom, but by the laws of the country) is

not earned by the Yokohama merchant in the ordinary way of

business for finding him a customer, but is simply a squeeze

and monopoly which the Government has given the Yokohama
Guilds in direct and open violation of existing Treaty stipula-

tions, which said squeeze the Government enforces by the

machinery of an institution which I shall call attention to

presently. This system of trade, organised by the Government
apparently for our especial benefit, has given rise to a class of

inferior and rotten traders, which Yokohama is at present noted

for, as many a foreign merchant can, to his cost, testify. We
are thus not only prevented from doing business with the bond

fide capitalists of the country direct, and have to be dictated to

by these rotten merchants and their Guilds, but we are

compelled to risk our means and do our business with a class

of traders who are as little respected and trusted by their own
people as they would be tolerated by us if we had any other

alternative. With one more reference to the Guilds, and I will

have finished with this part of my topic. It is connected with
our auction rooms, and seeing that Government interdiction is

here brought most publicly to light, it is really surprising it

lias not attracted more attention. For several years past the

Japanese authorities have only allowed the privilege to one
party of purchasing at foreign auctions, thus enabling this

privileged individual to buy at his own price, which he
immediately turns to his advantage by holding an auction of his

own in Benton Dori (among his tribe) of the goods he had
bought the day previous in the foreign settlement. This
system of "knocking out," as it is technically called by us, is

against the laws of our own country, and, one we may, and for

which many have been punished ; and I may well ask why it

is We are to have the treaty thrown in our faces, and the

Japanese allowed to do in our auction rooms what we are not
privileged to do ourselves. In this matter I do not think my
readers will take such a simple minded view of it as did one of

our "Knights of the hammer," when, on my telling him it

was little use merchants trying to dispose of their goods at

auction under such circumstances, he confidentially informed me
that now there were actually three Japanese firms allowed the

monopoly instead of one. Certainly, for such an improvement
we ought to join in self-gratulations with this easily satisfied

auctioneer. Only think of the inducements he offers his

friends -
- that lie can actually command three customers to bid
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at his sales, and these, too, under Imperial authority ! Ought
he not to place over his door the words, " Under Imperial
patronage," and the Mikado's mon ? How flattered his clients

ought to be to think that their Grey Shirtings and damaged
Cotton Yarns are sold under such aristocratic auspices! But
the only little drawback is the paying for the piper, and if

merchants in Yokohama do not care to patronise such a fashion-

able mode of doing business, they should remember that

underwriters and others have sometimes to bear the loss of
selling under such disadvantageous circumstances. There is

nothing aristocratic about Grey Shirtings or Cotton Yarn that

should cause the Japanese Government to give their interfering

attention to them. I hope it only requires notice being drawn
to it, to get this iniquitous state of affairs altered.

Yours, &c,

MEKCHANT.

Letter No. 2.

Dear Sir,—The tendency to combination and monopolising
seems to pervade the Japanese nature to such an extent that

it is even carried out to great perfection in much less important
spheres of life than I have enumerated above. Artisans,

mechanics and small tradesmen have well-understood it, and
have mutual regulations similar to our own Trades Unions. As
an instance, a friend of mine got his own servants to fix up
some blinds on his verandah, and immediately afterwards the

tradesmen came secretly to my friend's house and pulled them
down, at same time threatening the servants with violence if

they again attempted to usurp the tradesmen's business at the

command of their foreign master. I mention this small matter,

not as a grievance to be remedied, for we have given up almost

all hope of that, but to show that I am fully aware of the

difficulty that exists in meeting more important grievances. No
doubt Ministers will say, prove to us the existence of these

abuses, and point out the means of altering them, and we will

be most pleased to assist. To point out a proper course, we
must first take into consideration the way in which we first

treated the Japanese when we forced our treaties upon them.
Among the great Western Powers treaties are asked for, and
entered into by one another, on the existence of mutual good
faith, based upon a higher civilization than we find among
Asiatic nations. But with Japan the case is different. We
came hero and treated them as semi-barbarians, and looked

upon them as children ; but unfortunately (in one sense) for

us, they have shown an anxiety to enter into the comity of
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nations, no doubt very laudable on their part, but at the same
time, we on ours have shown too great a desire to recognise

them in their newly claimed position, and by doing so overlook

the fact that we are giving up the position we assumed when we
first dictated the treaties to them. In fact, like an erring child

whom we chastise for doing wrong, who afterwards shows a
repentant spirit which induces us to relinquish further eastiga-

tion, but at same time is too young to appreciate moral
persuasion and kindness, when such a course is taken.

This is how it is at the present moment in our relations

with Japan. We have given up our former necessarily

arbitrary policy, and still find them with closed ears, and
unappreciative of the conciliatory policy we have substituted.

"We are thus between two stools, and until this is remedied 1

see little chance of success in making the Japanese understand
their treaty obligations. In fact, we must again introduce a
little of the gun-boat policy, and thus retrieve our false position

before we shall make our demands heard, and still continue to

to treat them as children among nations, instead of encouraging
their ambitious views to be considered better.

In harmonious connection with, but apparently distinct

from the Guilds, is another institution exemplifying how easily

and successfully the Treaties can be made a nullity. Many will

have noticed a series of offices at the different main thorough-
fares leading into the Native Settlement. This is the Machi-
gai-sho, and at the corner of the main street, amidst a forest

of scaffolding, a new building for this institution is raising its

head, almost equalling in its vast proportions the new
Custom-house. This not only looks like laughing at present

engagements, but seems to say that the new Treaties shall

make little difference. Machi-gai-sho, according to Hepburn,
means a Town hall, or Guild-hall, and in this interpretation of
the word readers will be at once struck with the curious

coincidence between the old trade guilds in London, centred in

a municipal Government, which has still the Guildhall for its

place of meeting, and the modern institution as still flourishing

in Japan. To convey to my readers the real meaning of the
word, we must go a little deeper than the well-known dictionary

leads us, and bearing in mind the above coincidence we can
pretty well understand the real object of this institution as
affecting our trade and individual interests. It is a sorry
contemplation to Englishmen to find that after their forefathers'

many years of arduous reformation in our old institutions at

home, that we, in the nineteeth century, find ourselves again
confronted by the monopolising, semi-trading and restrictive

Government that we have hitherto congratulated ourselves in

having done away with for ever. To return from this digres-

sion, I may mention that the Machigaisho, as it at present
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exists, is understood to owe its origin to the financial difficulties

of the present Government during the late revolution, when
they were only too glad of having the opportunity of levying an
extra squeeze on foreign trade to assist them in carrying on
their authority. For this purpose they farmed out the privilege

(to a company of Japanese merchants) of collecting a fixed duty
on all goods sold to or purchased from foreigners by Japanese.
For this privilege the company paid the Government, I believe,

$100,000, to be paid off in principal and interest by the
collection of these said duties. This, however, has been
accomplished long since, and the Government, seeing in such an
institution a very ready means of controlling the monopolies,
they have given it to the Guilds, and the native merchants,
appreciating the extra value thus given by the Government to

the monopolies which it sells, raises these Guilds to a vitality

and importance that makes them a serious obstacle to our
trade. However necessary it may have been to the Government
to raise revenue by such means when they were in difficulties

(and Foreign Ministers may have overlooked the infraction of

the Treaties on this score), the necessity now no longer exists,

and certainly it is time to put a stop to it. It is not so much
the actual amount of extra duty we have to pay indirectly

through this institution, as it is one-half per cent, ad valorem,

but taking the Consular trade returns of imports and exports

for 1872, it gives $170,000 per annum, a sum quite sufficient to

give the Government a free and inexpensive control of the

foreign trade and something beside, and the principle of which
it is my present object to show, is in direct violation of our
rights under the Treaty, and a policy, if persevered in, that

cannot but help to cripple our trade and the resources of the

country at the same time, and perhaps eventually involve all

concerned in serious commercial disaster. England, of all

countries in the world, is the most jealous of having any limits

put on the outlets of her manufactures, and as a nation certainly

does it not incur the very great expense of making treaties,

appointing expensive legations, etc., for any other purpose than
seeing that their Treaties are not made to be broken, and the

trade, to foster which they expend so much money, hampered
by restrictions such as are placed upon it in this country.

Course of time lias so greatly varied circumstances in the

case of Japan, that I must go a step further, and not only insist

upon our having our present treaty rights, but also we must
have room for the development of an increasing trade. Japan,

contrary to many opinions held in earlier days, is not a wealthy

country from a business point of view. That is, the wealth

we thought they had, still lies undeveloped, both in its mineral

resources and in its want of appreciating the necessity of a less

restricted intercourse with foreign countries. We thus have to

submit to a crippled and rotten currency forced upon the people
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for its own internal and domestic necessities, and only the little

ready cash to spare which they receive from foreigners for

their produce. This is all they have to enable them to purchase
their foreign supplies, and the Government foolishly encouraging
the adoption of many of these which are not required—such as

European dress, etc., and thus making even the little trade we
have of an artificial nature, instead of giving opportunities for

the proper development of its resources and the enlargement of

its trade. The want of both will, in any country, cause only
danger to the Government and disaster to the country.

Japan has now entered into the comity of nations, and into

close intercourse with the outer Avorld, and what will cripple

and retard her own resources will also affect foreigners to a
like extent. It therefore behoves those who hava our interests

in their hands, to take more into consideration the domestic
policy of the country than what has hitherto been considered

necessary. Experience has pointed out to us that a contrary

spirit to the Treaty, carried out even only among themselves, is

sufficient to entirely make their obligations to us null and void,

and cause us to loose what benefits we might justly expect

from existing concessions.

I remain,

Yours truly,

M ERCHANT.
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